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Scintillation G D D. Drift Velocity in Bulk Silicon. Theories Based on Macroscopic Inhomogeneity. Hall
Effect and Electron-Liquid Model. Evidence of Deviation from Random Distribution. Peaks in the Variation
of pwlc with Einv. Room- and High-Temperature Measurements. Aberration Models of Cathode Lenses. We
open with a full account by G. Danilatos of a detector that has been developed for use in conjunction with the
environmental scanning electron microscope, already described by the same author in Volume 71 of this
series. A full analysis of the theory of this gaseous detector has not hitherto been available and this careful
study is therefore all the more welcome. In the second chapter, we meet a much more familiar device, the
MOS transistor. In order to understand the behavior of such transistors a very detailed knowledge of carrier
transport is required. This meticulous and up-to-date survey will surely be of great interest for future design
studies of these transistors. The final chapter is also devoted to a device, but of a rather different kind:
Together with electron mirrors, these lenses have long been regarded as particularly difficult to analyze for
good reason: Their optical properties have been thoroughly investigated during the past few years by a number
of Russian scientists and, although most of this work is available in English translation, it is probably less well
known than it deserves. I am delighted that this highly original work is now available in a convenient form in
these Advances and am most grateful to the authors for making this English translation available. It only
remains for me to thank all the authors for the trouble they have taken with their contributions. As usual, I
conclude with a list of forthcoming chapters, and I take this opportunity to recall that I plan to increase the
number of chapters in the broad field of digital image processing. Offers of reviews on this subject or, indeed,
on any of those traditionally covered in this series, are always welcome. Van Kempen et al. Australia and
Electroscan Corporation Wilmington. Theory of Induced Signal. Electron and Ion Temperature. Electron and
Ion Mobilities. Outline of the Discharge. The First Townsend Coefficient. Geometry and Time Response.
Environmental Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy. On the Geiger-Muller Counters. Materials and
Construction Details. This microscope allows the examination of specimens in the presence of a gaseous
environment. It has created new possibilities, such as the examination of insulators, and wet and liquid
specimens without pretreatment and modification. In general, solid-liquid-gas phases, their interactions, and
other processes can now be studied under dynamic or static conditions. Besides, it has ushered the
development of completely new devices in electron microscopy, namely, the use of particular forms of
gaseous devices related to those developed in other fields of science. The basic idea of using the gas in the
ESEM as a detection and amplification medium was first suggested and demonstrated in Danilatos a, b.
Originally, the principle of the gaseous detector device GDD was based on the collection of current produced
as a result of the ionizing action by various signals. Later, it was shown that the scintillation produced by
various signals can also be used for making images, and a generalized G D D was proposed Danilatos b ;
according to this, the detection of products of any reaction between a particular signal and gas could be used
for imaging or analysis in the ESEM. The detection of electrical charges and photons are just two particular
cases of the generalized GDD. In essence, the GDD is based on the principle of classical gaseous particle
detectors ionization, proportional, and Geiger-Muller chambers of nuclear physics adapted to the specific
requirements of the ESEM. The unification of these detectors with the ESEM constitutes a novel detection
practice in electron microscopy. The nearest related case is the use of proportional x-ray detectors in the SEM,
but these detectors have been simply transferred to the field of microscopy. No such simple transfer may be
assumed in the case of G D D without regard to complications arising from the interaction between the
detector and the microscope, where the conditioning gas of the specimen chamber is to be used as the detector
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medium. The G D D corresponds to the open-flow type of counter, whereby the radiation source is inside the
detector; here, radiation source is any ionizing or interacting signal generated from the electron
beam-specimen interaction. Due to the multiplicity of radiations, nature of radiations, and special requirements
of the ESEM e. Our early understanding and image interpretation has been empirical. Most work and
developments have been done with the ionization GDD. Initially, wire electrodes at low bias were used. The
low bias up to volts was enough to collect the signal current and the ionization current produced by energetic
electrons. It has been shown how both the secondary electrons SE and the backscattered electrons BSE can be
detected in the presence of gas by varying the pressure and the electrode position Danilatos b, a, b, In a later
development based on the advice of the present author, Electroscan Corporation demonstrated that the
ionization GDD can operate at high electrode bias, as a result of which the signals can be further amplified in
the gas in a manner analogous to that of gaseous proportional amplifiers unpublished results. This showed that
the SE signal, in particular, can be given a preamplification having a highly beneficial effect on image
acquisition. The high electrode bias has been further investigated by this author, and the experimental results
are scheduled for later reports. The beam-specimen-signal-gas system is highly complex, and an understanding
of the properties and efficiency of the G D D necessitates the study of the fields of ionized gases, particle
impact and detection phenomena, and the testing of devices specifically suited for the conditions of the ESEM.
For example, the separation of the BSE and SE, and their most efficient detection in the presence of gas,
constitute one of the immediate objectives of current work. Results of this work will be reported as they
become available in selfcontained parts. The principal purpose of this work is to describe the fundamental
mechanisms of operation of the GDD. Whereas limited experimental work alone led our perceptions in the
past, the present survey will provide the basic theory of the system and will prompt new experimental tasks.
Particular aims to be achieved here are to determine the capabilities of the G D D in relation to the physical
limits of amplification, frequency response, resolution, and radiation spectroscopy. This work is based on a
survey of previous works in related fields coupled with current experience in the ESEM. It is essential first to
understand the fundamental processes occurring in the ESEM and to determine the physical limitations and
principal directions that will shape our progress. This subject is multifaceted and cannot be presented complete
with experimental evidence on each or most of its facets before several years of additional work. Inclusion of
experimental results currently available for parts only of this work would render it lopsided and would distract
from other important issues. Therefore, it has been decided to exclude experimental results and to present only
a general theoretical guide for present and future work. For example, the mechanism of pulse induction by a
moving charge among electrodes is many times ignored or forgotten, and thus important phenomena in the
microscope become elusive and sometimes puzzling. A grasp of the physical magnitudes of some parameters
in the microscope will also be very helpful. Constraints on imaging are, first of all, imposed by statistical
considerations, and we should determine the magnitude of various parameters for a typical image with an
acceptable noise level. Both the electron beam probe and the signals arising from the beamspecimen
interaction are characterized by intrinsic noise; this sets the minimum current that can be used in the beam for
a given specimen. For operation under vacuum conditions, a relationship between image parameters has been
presented by Wells 1 In the simple case where the incident beam current I , yields a signal of strength 61,, the
signal-to-noise ratio SNR K is related to the current as follows: In the above derivation, the gray levels have
been allocated in such a way that the SNR is constant from the darkest to the brightest part of the image
constant reliability condition. The time constant T depends on the scanning speed ie. We wish to determine the
magnitudes of these parameters for a reference case specimen, so that these magnitudes can be used in the
subsequent analysis of the GDD. Under these conditions, the amount of current required depends on the level
of K that we are prepared to accept. It is also helpful to inquire about the average time interval between the
electrons striking the specimen and between the electrons emerging from it: The average spacing distance
between electrons in the beam depends on the accelerating voltage used:
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The idea used in backward recursion is recognizable here. Linear Equations As in conventional algebra, the
linear-equations problem posed in Eq. This easily follows from Theorem Since y 1 is the principal solution,
delaying the first event on any machine will cause at least one of the target times to be overrun. On the other
hand, by isotonicity, taking any first-event earlier cannot make machines 2 and 4 finish later. Hence, the target
times are not achievable. Weak Realization Problem Suppose that the first few terms x l , Is it possible to
predict the further evolution of the orbit? We call this the weak realization problem a stronger related
realization problem is considered briefly later. If G is the matrix whose columns are x l , For example, the
unknown vector x may be replaced by an unknown matrix X ;the argument is virtually unchanged whether X
multiplies from the left or the right. This leads to the conclusion that Eq. Chebyshev Approximation Suppose f
is a mapping from some set S, to Fm,l, and consider a general constrained approximation problem of the form
minimize f x ,c , subject to x E S. Any minimizing solution x will be called Chebyshev-best in relation to any
particular instance of this problem. It will not be unique in general, and we may therefore constrain the
problem with another criterion-e. This follows directly from Theorem If we now delay the first-event times
relative to y 1 by one-half of , i. Management Interpretations The inequalities in Theorems In the theory of
machine-scheduling, the lateness I of an event is defined by subtracting the desired from the actual time of the
event. Lateness may be positive or negative. If the lateness is positive, then the tardiness t is defined to equal
the lateness, and the earliness e is defined to be zero; if the lateness I is negative, the tardiness is defined to be
zero and the earliness is defined to be If we define the system lateness or tardiness or earliness to be the
greatest lateness or tardiness or earliness experienced at the last stage of any machine in the system, then we
can interpret the results of the preceding sections in the following way. Simple Linear Dependence As in
conventional linear algebra, there are several different ways of looking at the application of a matrix B to a
vector x to produce a vector c: This is the view taken predominantly in the section so far. On the other hand,
we may rewrite Eq. In general, then, a given vector c is said to be expressible as a linear combination of given
vectors b l , A relation among a set of vectors expressing one of them as a linear combination of the others will
be called a simple linear dependence among them, to distinguish it from other forms of linear dependence
which can occur in minimax algebra, as we discuss later. Some Definitions The managers of a finance
company will move capital regularly from one investment to another to make a profit or avoid a loss. A DES,
be it mechanical, electrical, logical, or economic, will incur costs or benefits by moving from one state to
another, and the managers of such systems must find sequences of transitions which maximize the total benefit
or minimize the total cost. The initial and final states need not be different: Money may attract interest by
being left in one account, and physical systems may consume energy just ticking over. To discuss problems of
this kind, we must introduce some more terminology. According to application, nodes may be notated in
various ways in this book; arcs will usually be represented by arrows, drawn from one node to another.
Formally, an arc is an ordered pair of nodes: We say that this arc is incident from Niand incident to
Nj,indicating the latter diagrammatically by an arrowhead. If 8 has its full complement of n2 arcs, we say that
6 is complete. In this book, directed graphs will usually be arc-weighted. According to context, we shall use
one of two arc-weighting systems: We say that the graph and the matrix are corresponding. Thus, for the
complete graph of Fig. Reserved notation Given a square matrix D with elements from one of the preceding
weighting systems, 8 D denotes the corresponding complete graph. We call this the completion of 8.
Conversely, from a complete graph, as in Fig. Reserved notation UFG 8 denotes the underlying finite graph of
a given complete graph 8. For brevity, most of the ensuing presentation will be in terms of the primal
weighting system. A graph whose arc-weights all lie in this system will be called primal-weighted. Obviously,
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